
Eco Terrariums
An average person exhales 2.3 pounds of carbon dioxide each day–the weight of a pineapple. With over 7.5 billion
humans on this planet, excessive CO2 is harmful. We are Eco-Terrariums, using recycled glass jars, and natural
resources to curate the terrarium to cleanse your surroundings, bring you smiles, and solve the global issue of
irresponsible consumption.

Student Company Profiles
BlueHouse
Affordability and sustainability, how can one co-exist with another? As efforts are going underway to reduce greenhouse
emissions, where is the adaptability? BlueHouse reconstructs the presentation of a “home” by adapting to rising sea levels
and providing the resources to adjust to change. We are BlueHouse, the blueprint of the future with floating homes.

Enlight
Enlight is an app that guides ambitious achievers throughout their goal-accomplishing journey. By introducing the framework
of “4Cs'' -- Clarity, Commitment, Confidence and Concentration --  lost achievers can identify personal needs to fulfill their
potential. Enlight is not only a tool, but a mentor. From goal setting to achieving, we are here, from beginning till end. 

ECOBuy
We are a group of business and environmentally focused individuals looking to encourage everyday shoppers to shop
sustainably. Our app, ECOBuy supplies users with discounts and rewards on eco-friendly products found in stores. We
look to partner with small and large businesses to create discounts and promotions on products that encourage
sustainability.

Eco Burrito
The average household spends 44% of food spending on food away from home. This creates 40 billion plastic cutleries
each year, wasted after a single-use. Eco Burrito creates a sustainable impact by helping people bring their cutlery to the
places they need to go. Our roll-up cutlery case is designed for your convenience and the environment: roll and go!

Smile on the Go
Over 1 billion plastic toothbrushes end up in North American landfills annually! Plastics such as polypropylene are used to
produce harmful toothbrushes to our planet. As a viable alternative, Smile on the Go is a durable, reusable and eco-friendly
toothbrush made of bamboo and stainless steel. We are unique for our ultimate goal to sufficiently reduce plastic waste and
innovative design.

WaveSave
8 million tons of plastic end up in our ocean every year and by 2050 there will be an estimated 900 million more, so here at
WaveSave, we have developed a 100% eco-friendly ocean-plastic phone case to do our part in helping the environment, as
well as saving the ocean.

UpCyc
UpCyc is incentivizing and inspiring people to commit to upcycling waste towards a better environment. After submitting your
creation, you are also awarded discounts at a wide variety of stores!

UVOLVE
UVOLVE is a tech sanitisation company aimed at making daily hygiene convenient, efficient, and sustainable. Carefully
designed with originality, our sanitising robot utilises UV light, and its functions are made to clean compact yet frequently
touched surfaces in public areas. Daily sanitisation? Count on us!

http://jabc.ca/

